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Abstract 

 

This research develops a graphical LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) ultrasonic distance 

measurement system based on time-of-flight theory to estimate AGV triangulation position. 

The distance measurement unit, or sub VI, communicates directly with the microcontrollers 

that contain ultrasound transmitters and RF receivers. The signal from the ultrasound receiver 

is processed via a custom-built circuit on the mobile unit. The sub VI generates a pulse of 40 

KHz via a NI-6602 32-bit counter timer card. As the pulse is received and processed on the 

mobile unit, it then transmits an RF signal back to the RF receiver on the base unit. The 

counter timer card will repeat the signal to the sub VI to begin the distance calculation once 

the RF receiver captures a signal from the mobile unit. 

 

Introduction 

 

A pinnacle of development in the manufacturing system was the invention of the unmanned 

guided vehicle (UGV), a material handling equipment that works in cells without human 

intervention [1]. The application of UGVs in flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) has 

allowed increased implementation of automated material handling systems, becoming an 

essential part of FMS due to their flexibility and adaptive behavior [2]. The challenge of 

UGVs is finding reliable tracking methods to accurately locate and guide these vehicles in a 

production environment. Currently, the most widely-used method for UGV tracking is the 

global positioning system (GPS). However, due to the GPS receiver’s large size, limited 

accuracy, and satellite visibility requirements, this system is not appropriate to use inside an 

enclosed area [3]. 

 

Other methods of UGV navigation include 1) wire guided, 2) inertial guided, 3) laser guided, 

4) grid guided, and 5) chemical path guided. In these navigation systems, the UGVs guidance 
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is based on a fixed track pattern, transponders, or laser targets. A UGV using these guidance 

methods cannot deviate from their pre-established route [4]; thus, their flexibility is greatly 

limited due to their physical track [5]. If the track system can be eliminated and the UGVs 

guided reliably without these physical stationary devices, flexibility can be enhanced. 

Therefore, a UGV that meets the principles of the FMS requires the development of a UGV 

guidance system that is free of stationary tracking patterns, targets, or other fixed devices. 

Developing a trackless UGV includes a variety of modifications to the current system. A 

fundamental requirement is the ability to accurately locate the UGV for navigation. The 

authors in this paper demonstrate a new experimental trackless navigational aid to enhance 

the flexibility of a UGV. 

 

Literature Review 

 

The SENCAR UGV uses infrared beacons mounted on the ceiling to triangulate the position 

[6]. AT&T Labs has also developed a low cost infrared triangulation location system [7]. A 

low cost ultrasonic 3-D position estimate system has been developed that uses the actual time 

of flight (TOF) from the transmitter to the receiver [8, 9]. Another team has developed an 

ultrasonic positioning system based on the difference between the TOF of the sound waves 

for various sensors [10]. 

 

The matrix-based model is an improvement over conventional triangulation technique for 

coordinate positioning [11]. A few researchers have used fuzzy triangulation to identify a 

robot’s positions and orientation [12]. One typical algorithm used for triangulation method 

computation is described in [13]. However, most such algorithms are proprietary because the 

solutions are non-trivial [14]. 

 

One of the methods used to find coordinates is installing three or more transmitters at known 

fixed locations and one receiver on board the UGV [14]. With a single receiver on board, 

however, it may not be possible to receive signals in any given direction, which limits the 

accuracy. This means the transmitter has to direct signal to the receiver directly or in other 

words there should be a line of sight in between the transmitter and the receiver. And all the 

transmitters have to face the receivers in order to catch the signal or else there can be error. 

 

Another method uses three or more active transmitters mounted on the known location. The 

sensor rotates and measures the three angles. This system helps in measuring the coordinates 

and unknown vehicle rotation. In order to overcome the problems, powerful transmitters to 

ensure omni-directional transmission over large distances and it results in cone shape 

propagation [14]. As a result of this cone propagation, the transmitters are not visible in 

many areas, making triangulation impossible. 

 

A new system reduced errors by using floating points for triangulation and increasing the 

flexibility of their system. An acoustic cone made of aluminum and placed it above the 

receiver allowing the ultrasonic sound waves to be collected from any direction [15]. One of 

the disadvantages to this system is the cost and use of many components. 
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A detailed analysis on three-point triangulation algorithms and ran computer simulations to 

verify the performance of different algorithms [16]. The results are summarized as follows: 

 

The geometric triangulation method works consistently only when the robot is within the 

triangle formed by the three beacons. There are areas outside the beacon triangle where the 

geometric approach works, but these areas are difficult to determine and are highly 

dependent on how the angles are defined. 

 

• The geometric circle intersection method has large errors when the three beacons and the 

robot all lay on, or close to, the same circle. 

• The Newton-Raphson method fails when the initial guess of the robot’s position and 

orientation is beyond a certain bound. 

• The heading of at least two of the beacons was required to be greater than 90º. The 

angular separation between any pair of beacons was required to be greater than 45º. 

    

A unique triangulation system based on two different ultrasound signals and radio frequency 

using four transmitters at different locations and eight receivers fixed on a UGV. This 

method requires no line-of-sight or specific angle to receive the signal from transmitter. Thus 

the vehicle can rotate in any angle and move anywhere in a given specific region. At the 

same time, it was possible to estimate the position coordinates and orientation of the vehicle. 

The new system shows that the vehicle can be more flexible and angular restriction does not 

bind its movement [17, 18]. 

 

In summary, it appears that none of the above methods alone is always suitable, but an 

intelligent combination of two or more methods helps overcome the individual weaknesses 

[14]. There are systems available in the market to overcome some of these problems. But 

these systems are too large and expensive for operation [14, 15]. To overcome the problems, 

there is a need for a smaller and inexpensive system. 

 

The following used for distance and orientation of the mobile unit were developed by Dr. 

Thamma [17, 18].  These were translated into LabVIEW graphical code by using formula 

nodes. 

 

 Estimation of Distance from Base Station 
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Figure 1. System block diagram 

 

The distance measuring system (DMS) was used to calculate the distance of the Test Unit 

from its location. The DMS consists of three parts: the base station, a mobile unit, and the 

LabVIEW virtual instruments (VI). The distance is calculated by measuring the flight time of 

the ultrasonic pulse to the mobile unit. The position of the mobile unit varies over time and 

the base station remains fixed. The base station is designed to recognize response and 

calculate the time of flight. The flight time was calculated by the ultrasound sub VI. The 

ultrasound sub VI contains a case structure with a state for each of the four receivers. The sub 

VI generates a 5 us pulse @ a frequency of 40 Hz via a NI 6602 32-bit counter timer card. 

The pulse is read by the ultrasound receiver on the mobile unit. Once the signal is received, 

the mobile unit transmits an RF signal back to the RF receiver on the base unit. The counter 

timer card will send a signal to the sub VI to begin the distance calculation once the RF 

receiver captures a signal from the mobile unit. The distance is calculated by:  

 

d= [ V(Ta-t)]   (1) 

 

where d = distance (in.), Ta = average flight (s) and t = elapsed time (s) across the electronic 

circuit. 

 

 Four base units, equally spaced 27.5 in. apart, were secured to the two wooden test stands 

shown in Figure 2. The base unit ping sensors were then wired to terminal strips with 10k 

ohm resistors and 1N4001 diodes as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. Base stand configuration 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Ping sensor circuit [19] 
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Figure 4. Ultrasound sub VI 
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Mobile Unit  

 

The mobile unit consisted of a Parallax BS2 microcontroller with an

a Parallax #28015 and Parallax #27996

amplified by a custom-built amplifier, as shown in Figure

 

 

2.2KOhm
Receiver

Figure

 

The amplified signal was feed into a BS2 microcontroller. The microcontroller triggered the 

Parallax #27996 RF Transmitter to transmit a 

receiver on the base station. 

 

Algorithm for Head and Tail Position 

 

The LabVIEW sub VIs shown in 

formulas. 
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unit consisted of a Parallax BS2 microcontroller with an ultrasound receiver 

and Parallax #27996 transmitter. The ultrasound receiver signal was 

amplifier, as shown in Figure 5. 

0.1 uF

1.2MOhm4.7MOhm 2.7MOhm

2.2KOhm
To Microcontroller

Figure 5. Custom built amplifier [1] 

The amplified signal was feed into a BS2 microcontroller. The microcontroller triggered the 

Parallax #27996 RF Transmitter to transmit a signal back to the Parallax #27981

 

and Tail Position  

shown in Figures 6 and 7 incorporate the following step

 

Figure 6. Head distance sub VI 

IAJC/ISAM Joint International Conference 

ultrasound receiver from 

The ultrasound receiver signal was 

To Microcontroller

 

The amplified signal was feed into a BS2 microcontroller. The microcontroller triggered the 

#27981 RF 433Mhz 

step-by-step 
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Figure 7. Tail distance sub VI 

 

Step 1: Obtain the sides of the triangle. The base dimension of the triangles is 27.5”, the 

distance between the ping sensors. 

 

Step 2: Before we find the area of the triangle we must find the semi perimeter(s) of each 

triangle by 

 

s =  ½ (a + b + c)     (2) 

 

Next, calculate the area of each triangle: 

 

Area = )(*)(*)(* csbsass −−−              (3) 

 

 

Step 3: The height (h) of each triangle is found by 

 

ℎ = �∗����
	�
�	�����                 (4) 

 

 

Step 4: The angle of vertices B and C was calculated by 

 

�����	� = 	 ����� �������	 �              (5a) 

�����	� = 	 ����� �������	 �              (5b) 
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Step 5: The angle for vertex C in two dimensions

 

 

where Cx is the x-coordinate of vertex C

Cy is the y-coordinate of the vertex C

θ is the angle of rotation 

 

Step 6: 

a. If angle was acute (False in our program)

i. A.x = C.x – b*cos(angle at vertex C) 

ii. A.y = C.y – b*sin(angle at vertex

 

b. If angle was obtuse (True in our program)

i. A.x = B.x + c*cos(angle at vertex B)

ii. A.y = B.y + c*sin(angle at vertex B)

                                            

 

Orientation formulas 

 

The LabVIEW sub VI shown in Figure

 

Step 1: Calculate the vector that connects the head and tail
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ertex C in two dimensions 

Cx = Cos θ( Cx – Bx) – Sin θ( Cy – By) + Bx  

Cy = Sin θ( Cx – Bx) + Cos θ(Cy – By) + By  

coordinate of vertex C 

coordinate of the vertex C 

If angle was acute (False in our program) 

b*cos(angle at vertex C)  

b*sin(angle at vertex              

If angle was obtuse (True in our program) 

A.x = B.x + c*cos(angle at vertex B) 

angle at vertex B)                          

                    

Figure 8. Orientation sub VI 

The LabVIEW sub VI shown in Figure 8 incorporates the following formulas:

Step 1: Calculate the vector that connects the head and tail: 

IAJC/ISAM Joint International Conference 

           (6a) 

            (6b) 

                    (7) 

                   (8) 

 

rporates the following formulas: 
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Vector.x = tail.x – head.x              (9a) 

Vector.y = tail.y – head.x              (9b) 

 

Magnitude = 22
.. yVectorxVector +             (10) 

 

Step 2: Calculate the unit vector components: 

 

� = 	 �� �!�	"
#����$%�               (11a) 

& = 	 �� �!�	'
#����$%�               (11b) 

 

Step 3: Obtain the vector made with reference to the y-axis and calculate the dot product. 

 

a) Unit Vector for y - Axis (axis) = {0.0,1.0} 

b) Dot product = Unit Vector.x * axis.x + Unit Vector.y * axis.y           (12)

  

Step 4: Calculate the arc cosine of the dot product 

 

y - axis – θ = cos
-1 

(dot product)             (13) 

 

Step 5: Calculate the cross product to determine if the angle was in the clockwise or counter 

clockwise direction. 

 

  

         (14) 
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Figure 9. LabVIEW ultrasound sub VI, with all distance and orientation calculations 

 

Conclusion 

 

The LabVIEW virtual instruments, basic stamp programs, and hardware were tested for 

functionality. Each of the programs functioned as expected. Further testing is warranted to 

assure reliable operation. 
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